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The geometry of golf
Why The Ball Curves

The geometry of golf will be a series of articles that will appear in each of this year’s
will curve left.
golf. In this series we will address some of the myths and misconceptions regarding the
, have some overriding influence on the clubface. For a right-handed
golf swing and why the golf ball does what it does. We hope that, through this series of O
articles the reader gains a better understanding of the golf swing and has more success
eliminate guesswork. This minimizes confusion and speeds improvement.
Curvature
In this first article we will discuss why the ball curves.

between face angle and club path. This is the reason why a driver curves more than a

happens to the ball at impact that makes the ball curve? Curvature is a caused by the
direction that the golf ball is spinning.
sidespin. It is generally believed that these two spins work together to create the curve
When the wings are level with the horizon the plane flies straight. When the wings tilt
to the right the plane banks and turns to the right. When the wings are tilted to the left,
the plane banks and turns to the left.
angle and the path of the club. The larger the difference the more tilt and subsequently
more curvature.
When, the golf ball is hit in the center of the clubface, the ball starts in the direction
of the clubface at impact. If there is a difference between the direction of club path and

Also, the ball was probably hit slightly off center toward the toe of the club. One of
the best shot makers in golf
today, Watson has great
awareness of path and face.
His ability to curve the ball
was his key to winning the
Masters!
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centered contact and the
effect of off center hits.
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